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Hydrox Holdings Ltd. is a hydrogen solutions 
start-up with the core focus on servicing both local 

and international hydrogen demands, with the aim of 
being the foremost hydrogen producer located in 

South Africa.

Hydrox has successfully developed an internationally 
patented method of alkaline electrolysis, termed 
Divergent-Electrode-Flow-Through  (DEFTTM). 

Who are we?

Hydrox is also in the process of developing an Advanced 
Alkaline Electrolysis Unit, with the purpose of providing a

competitive, robust and reliable hydrogen production 
solution tailermade for the needs of the 

South African industry. 



95% of all hydrogen produced globally is

derived from fossil fuel sources with the 

balance produced from 

renewable sources including the electrolysis of 

water.

Production of green hydrogen through water 

electrolysis must be made more accessible and 

affordable...

Electrolytic Hydrogen Challenge



Development of robust membranes

Membranes need to be chemically and thermally resistant, 

demonstrate good conductivity, mechanical resilience and 

low gas permeability. 

Manufacturing simplicity

Simpifying and streamlining electrolyser design would 

improve scalability and accessibility of these systems

CURRENT 
DEVELOPMENT 

FOCUS

Research Institutions and industry are focusing 

on improving conventional electrolysis 

technologies by:

Current electrolyser designs make use of complex 

components, which increase costs and reduce scalability 

and manufacturing simplicity of the units.

Reduction in catalyst loadings



Simplistic 

Design

Streamlined 

Manufacturing

Low CAPEX Good Efficiencies

THE HYDROX DEFTTM SOLUTION
Hydrox aims to reduce the complexity and cost of the water electrolysis 

principle by simplifying operation and design of cells. 

Hydrox has developed the DEFTTM principle, which removes the need for 

complex and temperamental components such as conventional membranes 

and diaphragms.

The configuration of DEFTTM can lend the technology to supersede the current 

operational limits of available conventional electrolyser industrial solutions. 

Hydrox is also concurrently developing an Advanced Alkaline Electrolysis

system, which incorporates beneficial elements of the DEFTTM principle. This 

technology focuses on simplifying and streamlining electrolyser design 

while achieving high efficiency operation.



Divergent Electrode Flow-Through (DEFTTM)

No conventional membrane or diaphragm for gas product separation

Separation is instead achieved by:

1.) Divergent flow of electrolyte through porous electrodes to maintain gas separation.

2.) Electrolyte is injected into the electrode gap with perpendicular flow through the electrodes.



Pre-GameChanger



GameChanger Early Developments



In contrast to conventionals, DEFTTM has the potential to offer: 

1) Reduced stack complexity and inexpensive materials of construction 

2) Increased durability and longevity 

3) Higher current density operation due to lower bubble ohmic resistance

4) Fluctuating load compatibility against the pressure head of a pump

5) Compatibility with a variety of electrolytes 

Conventional Alkaline Electrolysis

Differences to the conventional

VS.

DEFTTM



No risk of membrane fouling or thermal spots leading to separator failure, ideal for elimination of 

concentration gradients, and active removal of produced product gas from the cell.

DEFTTM Cell Layout
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DEFTTM 2.5 Pilot Plant

Phase 1: Optimisation Phase
Theoretical determinations and small-scale proof of concept of 

operating principle. Determination of performance parameters, 

balance of plant specification and parasitic load reduction.

Phase 2 : Engineering Phase
Basic and detailed design of the system,  development of the control 

and operating philosophy inline with HAZOP and safety analysis along.

Phase 3 : Fabrication/Test/Assembly Phase
Build, commissioning & testing scalable 2.5 nm3/hr H2 pilot

Hydrox Holdings Ltd. was afforded the opportunity to participate in the Shell GameChanger

project, which commenced in  June 2018 and was completed in October 2020.

The objective of the project was to produce a pilot plant of appreciable scale, demonstrating 

the patented DEFTTM technology.



DEFTTM - 2.5 Development

Unit Design Capacity: 5 kg/day ( 2.5 Nm3/hr)

Stack power MAX: 15 kW

Shell Gamechanger Unit – DEFTTM 2.5



SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION - INTERNAL:

INITIAL HAZOP STUDY

FINALISATION - EXTERNAL:

2. HAZOP III STUDY 3. HAZARDOUS AREA CLASSIFICATION REPORT

1.SAFETY REVIEW



PROJECT DELIVERABLES
• An overall energy consumption of < 90 kWh/kg H2. (HHV basis)  

An energy 

consumption of ~ 

64 - 70 kWh/kg 

Hydrogen was 

achieved at a 

voltage of 1.8 - 2.4 

VDC.



PROJECT DELIVERABLES

The DEFT 2.5 unit was 

able to achieve a cost 

of 8.44 - 6.95 $/kg, at a 

voltage of 1.8 - 2.4 VDC 

respectively 

2. A preliminary economic outlook of < 7.5 US$/kg H2 (CAPEX and OPEX) - small scale 

production.



PROJECT DELIVERABLES
3. An efficient and reliable gas/liquid separation system capable of yielding Hydrogen 

and Oxygen purities > 99.5 vol%.



PROJECT DELIVERABLES
4. Scalable reactor design capable of complying with the overall energy 

consumption and gas purity targets.

Scaling of the technology would be sensitive to the intricate fluid dynamic 

relationships occuring for each cell and within each stack

Entry/Exit from all sides Entry/Exit from one side only



PROJECT DELIVERABLES
5. Reduction in parasitic loads to be <35% of the total plant energy consumption. 

Parasitic loads were 

reduced to 13.26% -

2.24% of the total 

system over the 

voltage range of 1.8 -

2.4 VDC



ECONOMIC OUTLOOK FOR 
DEFTTM 2.5 UNIT



Medium Temperature operation

Operating electrolysis systems at medium temperatures of 150 - 300 °C can save up to 30% 

on energy costs

Potential electrolysis of Salt water, Urea and Acid Mine drainage

Impure/contaminated water

Intermittent Load operation

Dynamic operation of the system will allow for the seamless connection to renewable resources

The presence of enhanced electrolytic flow allows DEFTTM units to potentially handle high density electrodes.

High Current Density Operation

POTENTIAL FOR DEFT IN THE H2 MARKET



Utilising our knowledge and experience gained 

we are developing an advanced alkaline 

electrolysis solution for industry 

It is a mature and well demonstrated principle 

working in partnership with world class standard 

component and material suppliers.

ADVANCED ALKALINE ELECTROLYSIS SOLUTION



NEXT STEPS

• DEFTTM electrolysis shows potential for 

extending the boundaries of conventional water 

electrolysis, more optimisation and research is 

required into these areas.

• Hydrox aims to establish itself as a local OEM 

hydrogen solutions provider, and hence, with 

the knowledge and exposure gained from the 

development of DEFT with Shell and through the 

establishment of strategic partnerships, Hydrox is 

currently developing an advanced alkaline 

solution to service local industry requirements. 




